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ABSTRACT

Context. Massive stars are important building blocks of the Universe, and their stellar structure and evolution models are fundamental
cornerstones of various fields in modern astrophysics. The precision of these models is strongly limited by our lack of understanding
of various internal mixing processes that significantly influence the lifetime of these objects, such as core overshoot, chemical mixing,
or the internal differential rotation.
Aims. Our goal is to calibrate models by extending the sample of available seismic studies of slowly pulsating B (SPB) stars, providing
input for theoretical modelling efforts that will deliver precise constraints on the parameters describing the internal mixing processes
in these objects.
Methods. We used spectral synthesis and disentangling techniques to derive fundamental parameters and to determine precise orbital
parameters from high-resolution spectra. We employed custom masks to construct light curves from the virtually uninterrupted four
year long Kepler pixel data and used standard time-series analysis tools to construct a set of significant frequencies for each target.
These sets were first filtered from combination frequencies, and then screened for period spacing patterns.
Results. We detect gravity mode period series of modes, of the same degree ℓ with consecutive radial order n, in four new and
one revisited SPB star. These series (covering typically 10 to 40 radial orders) are clearly influenced by moderate to fast rotation
and carry signatures of chemical mixing processes. Furthermore, they are predominantly prograde dipole series. Our spectroscopic
analysis, in addition to placing each object inside the SPB instability strip and identifying KIC 4930889 as an SB2 binary, reveals that
KIC 11971405 is a fast rotator that shows very weak Be signatures. Together with the observed photometric outbursts this illustrates
that this Be star is a fast rotating SPB star. We hypothesise that the outbursts might be connected to its very densely compressed
oscillation spectrum.

Key words. asteroseismology – stars: variables: general – stars: early-type – stars: fundamental parameters – stars: oscillations –
stars: rotation
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1. Introduction

Slowly pulsating B (SPB) stars are main-sequence stars of be-
tween B3 and B9 in spectral type, 11 000 K and 22 000 K in
effective temperature, and 2.5M⊙ and 8M⊙ in mass, which
show non-radial, heat-driven, gravity-mode oscillations (see e.g.
Aerts et al. 2010, Chap. 2). Although it has been a quarter of a
century since their discovery by Waelkens (1991), in-depth seis-
mic modelling based on high-order g modes was only achieved
recently for KIC 10526294 by Pápics et al. (2014). Even though
SPB stars are not massive according to the classical definition
of supernova progenitors, they share the same internal struc-
ture on the main sequence by having a convective core and a
radiative envelope. This means that SPB stars are ideal astero-
seismic probes of ill-understood internal mixing processes that
have a significant influence on the lifetime of the metal factories
of the Universe, such as core overshooting, diffusive mixing, or
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internal differential rotation. Therefore these stars hold the key
to a precise calibration of stellar structure and evolution models
of massive stars. Such calibrations are much needed because the
observed distribution of massive stars does not agree with theo-
retical predictions, as shown by Castro et al. (2014), and internal
mixing is likely to be one of the possible solutions.

Before the space revolution of asteroseismology began with
the launch of the MOST (Microvariablity and Oscillations of
STars; Walker et al. 2003) and CoRoT (Convection Rotation
and planetary Transits; Auvergne et al. 2009) missions, it was
very difficult to collect sufficient photometric data of SPB stars,
mainly because their dominant oscillation modes have typi-
cal periods of 0.5–3 days (see e.g. De Cat & Aerts 2002), and
also their mode amplitudes are relatively low (e.g. compared
to the slightly hotter βCephei stars that pulsate in p modes).
While some extremely time- and resource-intensive multisite
campaigns and the CoRoT observations have resulted in a few
in-depth observational studies showing an unexpected richness
in the pulsation behaviour of OB stars in general (for a histor-
ical overview see e.g. Pápics 2013), the number of stars with
actual constraints on the extent of the core overshoot and/or the
internal rotation profile remained very limited (Aerts 2013). The
real breakthrough arrived with the Kepler Mission, thanks to its
monitoring over four years.

The primary goal of Kepler was the detection of Earth-
like exoplanets (Borucki et al. 2010), but in the process the ini-
tial mission also provided us with four years of virtually un-
interrupted photometric time series of more than 150 000 stars
with micromagnitude precision in a 105-square-degree field of
view (FOV) fixed between the constellations of Cygnus and
Lyra, which are a goldmine for asteroseismology (Gilliland et al.
2010). While the positioning of the FOV above the Galac-
tic plane was not optimal in terms of the number of ob-
servable OB stars (Debosscher et al. 2011; Balona et al. 2011;
McNamara et al. 2012), the long time base and high precision
meant that previously inaccessible seismic diagnostic methods
could be applied with success for the first time.

Forward seismic modelling is not possible without mode
identification. Earlier this could be only achieved for a few se-
lected modes from ground-based, follow-up, multicolour pho-
tometry and/or line-profile variation studies (e.g. De Cat et al.
2005); but now the full process can be reduced to a rela-
tively simple pattern search in the periodogram combined with
the approximate knowledge of fundamental parameters from
spectroscopy. It has been known for a long time that there
is structure in the dense frequency spectrum of SPB stars
(Dziembowski et al. 1993; Gautschy & Saio 1993). A series of
g modes of the same degree ℓ with consecutive radial orders
n is not only predicted to be nearly equally spaced in period,
but the periodic deviations from such an equal spacing carry
information about the physical properties in the near-core re-
gion (Miglio et al. 2008). The first detections of g-mode pe-
riod series came from CoRoT data of the hybrid SPB/βCep
pulsators HD 50230 (Degroote et al. 2010, 2012) and HD 43317
(Pápics et al. 2012), but these were not precise enough to provide
input for in-depth modelling.

This changed with Kepler and the case of the extremely slow
rotator KIC 10526294. Aided especially by the tenfold increase
in frequency resolution compared to CoRoT, Pápics et al. (2014)
managed to identify a clear series formed by the rotationally split
multiplets of the 19 consecutive (in radial order) dipole modes
of the star that are quasi-equally spaced. Based on the unprece-
dented observational data, Moravveji et al. (2015) found that
a diffusive core-overshooting prescription that is exponentially

decaying fits better than a step function formulation, and these
authors also put stringent constraints on the value of the core
overshoot; they derived fov ∈ [0.017, 0.018] reaching a ∼5%
precision in fov compared to the typical ∼50% achieved be-
fore. They showed that the inclusion of extra diffusive mixing
(log D ∈ [1.75, 2.00] cm2 s−1) in the radiative envelope is needed
to explain the structure in the period spacing pattern. The rela-
tive difference between the observed and their model frequen-
cies is better than 0.5%. As a result of having such a good
seismic model, Triana et al. (2015) have shown that, by using
different inversion techniques, it is possible to derive the inter-
nal rotation profile of an SPB star using rotationally-split mul-
tiplets of different modes that penetrate to different depths of
the star. In this particular case, while the seismic data are con-
sistent with rigid rotation, a profile with counterrotation within
the envelope has a statistical advantage over constant rotation.
This finding was immediately validated by the 2D numerical
simulations of Rogers (2015). Such an inversion has never been
performed before based only on gravity modes, and even over-
all there were only a few earlier studies of hydrogen-burning
stars (besides the Sun) that resulted in constraints on the internal
rotation profile (see Aerts et al. 2003; Pamyatnykh et al. 2004;
Briquet et al. 2007; Kurtz et al. 2014). In the meantime a faster
rotator analogue of this star was also found. KIC 7760680 ex-
hibits a rotationally affected series, consisting of 36 consecutive
high-order, sectoral dipole gravity modes (Pápics et al. 2015),
which carries clear signatures of chemical mixing and rotation.
This star was modelled thoroughly by Moravveji et al. (2016),
who reconfirmed that the exponential overshoot prescription on
top of the receding convective core is superior to the step func-
tion formulation. They constrained the overshooting parameter
to fov = 0.024 ± 0.001, which is slightly larger than the value
in its virtually non-rotating counterpart KIC 10526294. Further-
more, an extra diffusive mixing of log D = 0.75 ± 0.25 cm2 s−1

was necessary to explain the deviations of the period spacing
pattern from the asymptotic value.

In this paper we present our discovery of five additional
SPB stars from the initial Kepler Mission that show rotationally
affected period series. Besides analysing the remaining four tar-
gets of our original Guest Observer (GO) sample of eight stars,
we also revisit one of the primary components of the binary stars
already presented in Pápics et al. (2013). We refer to the latter for
details on the target selection. Future modelling based on this ob-
servational data will significantly extend the list of SPB stars that
have well-constrained internal mixing parameters (Aerts 2015),
and bring us closer to the seismic calibration of stellar structure
and evolution models of massive stars.

2. Spectroscopy

2.1. Spectroscopic data

We gathered high-resolution spectra of our targets between 2010
and 2015 to confirm the initial classification of the SPB stars, ob-
tain precise fundamental parameters, test for their binary nature,
and cover the binary orbit if necessary. Depending on the appar-
ent brightness, we used the Hermes spectrograph (Raskin et al.
2011) installed on the 1.2 m Mercator telescope or the Isis spec-
trograph mounted on the 4.2 m William Herschel Telescope,
which are both located on La Palma (Spain). We refer to Table 1
for a summary of the spectroscopic observations of the new
SPB stars.

The raw Hermes exposures were reduced using the ded-
icated pipeline of the instrument, resulting in the extracted,
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Table 1. Logbook of the spectroscopic observations – grouped by stars and observing runs.

Instrument N BJD first BJD last 〈S/N〉 S/Ni Texp R Observer (PI)

KIC 3459297
Isis 1 2 456 088.66015 90 [76, 104] 1500 22 000 and 13 750a SB (JS)

KIC 4 930 889
Hermes 1 2 455 484.47403 90 90 1500 85 000 PIP
Hermes 1 2 455 821.53738 100 100 1900 85 000 JFG (EN)
Hermes 3 2 456 903.46202 2 456 907.45660 93 [87, 97] [900, 1200] 85 000 KDS
Hermes 10 2 457 129.71807 2 457 139.62990 80 [73, 86] 1200 85 000 TVR
Hermes 3 2 457 189.56028 2 457 197.63215 94 [93, 97] [1320, 1500] 85 000 MVS
Hermes 8 2 457 201.68442 2 457 208.47316 96 [83, 104] [1200, 1800] 85 000 PIP

KIC 9020774
Isis 2 2 456 090.57710 2 456 090.59895 27 [19, 35] 1800 22 000 and 13 750a SB (JS)

KIC 11971405
Hermes 2 2 455 487.34427 2 455 487.36568 79 [75, 84] 1800 85 000 PIP
Hermes 1 2 457 190.64447 88 88 1800 85 000 MVS
Hermes 2 2 457 201.65336 2 457 203.61089 56 [44, 68] 1200 85 000 PIP

Notes. For each observing run, the instrument, number of spectra N, BJD of the midpoint of the first and last exposure, average S/N level, range
of S/N values (where the S/N of one spectrum is calculated as the average of the S/N measurements in several broad line free regions), typical
exposure times (in seconds), resolving power of the spectrograph, and initials of the observer (and the PI if different) are given. (a) The resolution
for the blue and red arms of Isis is different.

cosmic-removed, log-resampled (which includes barycentric
correction), order-merged spectra that we used afterwards. The
Isis frames were reduced using standard STARLINK routines
following the optimal extraction described by Marsh (1989). All
spectra were rectified using the method described in Pápics et al.
(2013).

We used the method of spectral disentangling
(Simon & Sturm 1994) formulated in Fourier space (Hadrava
1995) and implemented in the FDBinary code (Ilijic et al.
2004) to separate the individual spectral contributions for the
KIC 4930889 binary star (see below for details). The method
bypasses the step of radial velocity (RV) determination but
simultaneously optimises orbital elements of the system and
individual spectra of the binary components instead. We start
with the disentangling of several (typically 4 or 5) spectral
regions where the contributions from both binary components
can be clearly visible and determine orbital elements from
each of the considered regions separately. The final set of the
orbital parameters is then computed by taking average values
from the above-mentioned individual solution, and errors bars
are computed as the standard deviations of the mean. Once
computed, the orbital elements are fixed and the disentangling is
performed in the entire wavelength range, including the Balmer
lines.

The spectra of all stars in this paper were analysed using
the Grid Search in Stellar Parameters (GSSP; Tkachenko 2015)
software package1. The method is based on a comparison of
the observed spectra in an arbitrary wavelength range with a
grid of synthetic spectra in six fundamental parameters (Teff ,
log g, micro- and macroturbulent velocities, v sin i, and metal-
licity) and optionally light dilution factor (specifically for the
disentangled spectra of binary stars). The latter is assumed to be
constant over considered wavelength interval, which is justified
in our case, given similar spectral types of the individual binary
components. Synthetic spectra are computed using the SynthV
spectrum synthesis code (Tsymbal 1996) based on the grid of

1 https://fys.kuleuven.be/ster/meetings/binary-2015/

gssp-software-package

atmosphere models pre-computed with the most recent version
of the LLmodels code (Shulyak et al. 2004). Both codes operate
in LTE mode and make use of the atomic data extracted from the
Vienna Atomic Line Database (VALD; Kupka et al. 2000). Chi-
square merit function is used to evaluate the quality of the fit
between the observed spectrum and each of the synthetic spectra
in a grid; the error bars on the fundamental parameters are com-
puted from chi-square statistics taking all possible correlations
between the parameters in question into account. Tkachenko
(2015) provides a detailed description of the method and full
capabilities of the GSSP code.

In the following subsections we give the basic observable
parameters and discuss the results from the spectral analyses for
all targets individually. Pápics et al. (Table 5, 2013) provide the
results for KIC 6352430 A. A general overview of the position
of the stars in the SPB instability strip among other CoRoT and
Kepler targets is given in Fig. 1.

2.1.1. KIC 3459297

The fundamental parameters from the spectral synthesis of
KIC 3459297 are listed in Table 2, while we show the quality
of the fit between the synthetic and observed spectra in Fig. 2.
The derived parameters suggest that KIC 3459297 is the most
evolved of the four new SPBs of this paper.

2.1.2. KIC 4930889

KIC 4930889 turned out to be a double-lined spectroscopic bi-
nary (SB2), thus we took a total of 26 exposures with Hermes
to cover the binary orbit. The SB2 nature of the original spectra
is visible in Fig. 3. The derived orbital parameters from the dis-
entangling process are listed in Table 3, while the reconstructed
orbit and radial velocities are shown in Fig. 4. The fundamental
parameters, obtained via spectral synthesis from the disentan-
gled spectra place both components in the SPB instability strip,
are listed in Table 3, while the fits of the disentangled spectra are
shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 1. Kiel diagram of a sample of B-type stars near the main sequence, for which an in-depth seismic data analysis is available, observed
by CoRoT (circles) and Kepler (squares). The new SPBs from this paper are plotted with diamonds. Stars analysed or revisited in this paper
are labelled using their full names, while for the others we use the following annotations: C1 – HD 48977, C2 – HD 43317, C3 – HD 50230 A,
C4 – HD 50846 A, C5 – HD 182198, C6 – HD 181440, C7 – HD 46179, C8 – HD 174648, C9 – HD 174884 AB, K1 – KIC 4931738 AB, K2 –
KIC 10526294, and K3 – KIC 7760680. The dot-dashed line represents the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS), while the dashed line indicates the
terminal-age main sequence (TAMS). The cool edge of the βCep instability strip is plotted with a dotted line (for the ℓ = 0 modes). The thin
grey solid lines denote evolutionary tracks for selected masses. Isochrones from 20 to 28 Myr and isoradii corresponding to integer multiples of the
Solar radius are plotted using thin dashed and dotted grey lines, respectively. The instability strip of SPB stars is defined as the region where the
sum of excited ℓ = 1 plus ℓ = 2 gravity modes is at least three, and it is shown in colours ranging from purple (3 excited modes) to bright yellow
(63 excited modes). All model data were taken from Moravveji (2016) for Z = 0.014, the Asplund et al. (2009) mixture, an exponential core
overshoot of fov = 0.02, and opacity enhancement factors for iron and nickel of βFe = 1.75 and βNi = 1.75. Different error bars reflect differences
in data quality and methodological approach.

Table 2. Fundamental parameters and basic observable properties of
KIC 3459297.

Parameter KIC 3459297
Teff (K) 13 430 ± 250
log g (cgs) 3.8 ± 0.1
[M/H] −0.14 ± 0.21
v sin i (km s−1) 109 ± 14
ξt (km s−1) 2 (fixed)
Spectral type B6.5 IV
α2000 19h40m54s.458
δ2000 + 38◦34′50′′.38
Kepler mag. 12.554

Notes. Spectral type were determined based on Teff and log g values
using an interpolation in the tables given by Schmidt-Kaler (1982).
Observable properties are from the Kepler Mission Team (2009).

2.1.3. KIC 9020774

Its low brightness (with Kepler mag. = 15.091, the dimmest
source in our GO sample) limited the precision of our analy-
sis, but the fundamental parameters derived from the spectral

synthesis (see Table 4, and Fig. 6) strongly suggest that
KIC 9020774 is a young B star.

2.1.4. KIC 11971405

Spectroscopy of KIC 11971405 revealed that the star is a fast ro-
tator near the middle of the SPB instability strip (see Table 5, and
Fig. 7) with a projected rotational velocity of ∼240 km s−1, which
is the highest from the stars in our GO sample. Furthermore, the
stellar spectrum shows very weak emission features near the core
of the Hα line (6563 Å), and changes over time (see Fig. 8). The
emission component in Hα is extremely weak; it appears only as
two small bumps inside the absorption line around the core and it
is not visible in any other Balmer line. Nevertheless, this grants
the spectral classification of Be (for a review, see Rivinius et al.
2013). We present, in Sect. 3.4.5, that the star showed small pho-
tometric outbursts during the nominal Kepler Mission, which
strengthens this classification. The exposures taken in October
2010 (before the start of the photometric outbursts) show ex-
cess absorption around the Mg ii lines at 4481 Å and 4534 Å
compared to the observations from 2015 (after the start of the
outbursts). These features consist of a broader and narrower ab-
sorption component. We checked whether these features could
be from external contamination (e.g. of telluric origin), but the
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the rectified observed spectrum and the synthetic spectrum for the two observed wavelength regions of KIC 3459297. In
each panel, the Isis spectrum is plotted with a grey solid line and the synthetic spectrum is plotted with a red solid line.

Table 3. Fundamental parameters, orbital parameters, and basic observ-
able properties of KIC 4930889.

Parameter KIC 4930889 A KIC 4930889 B
Teff (K) 15 100 ± 150 12 070 ± 200
log g (cgs) 3.95 ± 0.1 3.85 ± 0.1
[M/H] −0.08 ± 0.1 −0.09 ± 0.1
v sin irot (km s−1) 116 ± 6 85 ± 5
ξt (km s−1) 1.85 ± 0.8 2 ± 1
Light factor 0.71 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.01
Spectral typea B5 IV-V B8 IV-V
P (d) 18.296 ± 0.002
T0 (BJD) 2 455 481.48 ± 0.17
e 0.32 ± 0.02
ω (◦) 352.7 ± 4.9
K (km s−1) 69.7 ± 1.0 90.9 ± 0.8
M sin3 iorb (M⊙) 3.8 ± 0.2 2.9 ± 0.2
a sin iorb (R⊙) 23.9 ± 0.5 31.1 ± 0.5
q 0.77 ± 0.09
α2000 19h35m07s.831
δ2000 + 40◦01′28′′.88
Kepler mag. 8.883

Notes. See Table 2.

examination of other exposures from the same and neighbour-
ing nights did not show anything unexpected at these wave-
lengths. Similar sharp red-shifted transient absorption features

Fig. 3. Phase-folded residual spectra of KIC 4930889 around the H i line
at 4861 Å obtained after subtraction of the average. The colour scale
represents the residual intensity at each wavelength point. White hor-
izontal regions denote phases that are more than 0.05π away from an
observed spectrum.

were observed in the Be star ωCMa (Štefl et al. 2003), but in
the outburst phase. In addition, the emission features in Hα also
show some minor changes between the two epochs.

3. The Kepler photometry

3.1. Description and reduction of the data

For the photometric analyses presented later in this paper we
used all available Kepler data from the nominal mission. These
stars were observed in long cadence mode (LC) with a cadence
of 29.43 min, for ∼4 yr between May 2009 and May 2013 (from
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Fig. 4. Spectroscopic orbital solution for KIC 4930889 (solid line: pri-
mary; dashed line: secondary) and the radial velocities from the disen-
tangling process. Filled circles indicate RVs of the primary; filled trian-
gles denote RVs of the secondary component.

Table 4. Fundamental parameters and basic observable properties of
KIC 9020774.

Parameter KIC 9020774
Teff (K) 14 400 ± 650
log g (cgs) 4.25 ± 0.18
[M/H] 0.20 ± 0.35
v sin i (km s−1) 129 ± 28
ξt (km s−1) 2 (fixed)
Spectral type B5.7 V
α2000 19h25m36s.998
δ2000 + 45◦23′44′′.81
Kepler mag. 15.091

Notes. See Table 2.

the commissioning quarter Q0 to the end of the last science
quarter Q17). There was no data taken of KIC 6352430 A and
KIC 9020774 during Q0, and because of the loss of module 3
of the CCD array, there was also no photometry gathered dur-
ing Q6, Q10, and Q14 of KIC 3459297 and KIC 4930889. We
used custom masks (see example in Fig. 9) to construct quarterly
light curves from the target pixel files (Data Release 24) to min-
imise instrumental trends by adding pixels around the default
masks with significant flux in them, and to avoid possible con-
tamination from nearby objects by removing pixels containing
light from sources other than the target. We cleaned all quarters
from clear outliers, then detrended them using a division with
a low-order (typically 2nd order) polynomial. In some specific
cases quarters were broken up into pieces for this if the signal
levels before and after an anomaly (e.g. the large coronal mass
ejection during Q12) were visibly different. Afterwards the de-
trended quarters were merged to a continuous light curve and the
counts were converted to ppm (see Fig. 10 for an overview of the
final light curves).

3.2. Frequency analysis

To extract the pulsation modes (and describe any other periodic
light variation), we followed a standard prewhitening procedure
similar to that described in Pápics et al. (2014), with the small
modifications that a) the prewhitening was carried out in the

Table 5. Fundamental parameters and basic observable properties of
KIC 11971405.

Parameter KIC 11971405
Teff (K) 15 100 ± 200
log g (cgs) 3.94 ± 0.06
[M/H] −0.15 ± 0.14
v sin i (km s−1) 242 ± 14
ξt (km s−1) 2 (fixed)
Spectral type B5 IV-Ve
α2000 19h42m48s.842
δ2000 + 50◦21′39′′.85
Kepler mag. 9.315

Notes. See Table 2.

order of peak significance (instead of amplitude); and b) the
prewhitening procedure was stopped when the signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N; calculated in a 1 d−1 window) of the last prewhitened
peak dropped below four (instead of using a p value in hypothe-
sis testing and filtering the frequency set later based on the mea-
sured S/N values). This resulted in the set of Fourier parameters
(A j amplitudes, f j frequencies, and θ j phases) that we used later
for the analysis. An overview of the power spectra is shown in
Fig. 10.

3.3. Searching for patterns

There are two different kind of frequency patterns that we want
to distinguish when dealing with SPB stars: combination peaks
that are often found in groups and modes of the same degree
ℓ forming a period series (of consecutive radial orders n). The
former are a nuisance for the particular purpose of this paper be-
cause they complicate the identification of independent modes.
However, combination frequencies could be used in the future to
study nonlinear coupling of the modes, despite current uncertain-
ties for their astrophysical implications in upper main-sequence
stars; see e.g. Kurtz et al. (2015). Frequencies of modes with the
same degree and consecutive radial order, on the other hand, de-
pend explicitly on the internal structure and rotation frequency
of the star, hence carry information about the physical proper-
ties inside the star (as already discussed in Sect. 1); therefore it
is very important to separate peaks that belong to these two very
different groups (see e.g. Pápics 2012). Combination peaks are
harmonics or linear combinations of the individual frequencies,
but being able to explain a peak as a linear combination of other
peaks does not imply that this peak cannot be an actual pulsation
mode.

This remark gets especially important when searches for
combinations are extended to higher orders (O > 2 in Pápics
2012) allowing positive and negative combinations simulta-
neously (e.g. ci fi + c j f j − ck fk, where c ∈ N+, referred
to as a mixed-type combination hereafter). Indeed, even with
the frequency precision of the four years of Kepler data,
true individual modes might easily get matched as combi-
nations in a blind search. The main reason behind this is
that the frequency spectrum of SPB stars is very dense. For
example, the slow rotator KIC 10526294 shows a series of
19 ℓ = 1 modes (56 counting the rotationally split compo-
nents) within 0.6 d−1 (Pápics et al. 2014), and the moderate ro-
tator KIC 7760680 shows a series of 36 ℓ = 1 modes within
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the Hermes spectrum at the phase of the largest observed radial velocity difference, disentangled component spectra, and
synthetic spectra for each component for selected wavelength regions of KIC 4930889. In each panel, the Hermes spectrum is plotted with a black
solid line, the disentangled spectra are plotted with grey solid lines, and synthetic spectra (scaled to the disentangled spectra) are plotted with red
solid lines. For clarity, the primary and secondary spectra are plotted with a vertical offset of +0.1 and +0.2 flux units, respectively.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the synthetic spectrum and the average of the rectified observed spectra for the two observed wavelength regions of
KIC 9020774. In each panel, the Isis spectrum is plotted with a grey solid line, and the synthetic spectrum is plotted with a red solid line.

0.5 d−1 (Pápics et al. 2015); but, most importantly, these ob-
served values are all in agreement with numbers from ex-
citation calculations (Moravveji 2016). To complicate mat-
ters further, rotation introduces rotationally split components

(and distorts period spacing patterns; see e.g. Bouabid et al.
2013) contributing to an even denser pulsation spectrum.
Combination frequencies can most often explain the frequency
groups found at higher frequencies (Kurtz et al. 2015), but one
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the median of the rectified observed spectra, and the synthetic spectrum for selected wavelength regions of KIC 11971405.
In each panel, the Hermes spectrum is plotted with a grey solid line, and the synthetic spectrum is plotted with a red solid line.

should pay special attention during a combination search be-
cause, with an ill-considered parameter selection, it is possible
to match real frequencies in the main group of gravity modes
as a mixed-type combination of a few selected peaks within the
same group just by chance. That is why we advise against the
use of mixed-type combinations during the search. In our ex-
perience, real combination peaks are in most cases simple har-
monics (ci fi), or very simple positive or negative combinations
(ci fi±c j f j) of only two strong parent frequencies. It is extremely
rare that there is no better physical explanation for a peak than a
mixed-type combination.

After we filter out the true combination peaks, we attempt
to identify series of modes of the same degree ℓ among the re-
maining frequencies. Since internal mixing and rotation influ-
ence the shape of the period spacing function (Miglio et al. 2008;
Bouabid et al. 2013), we cannot use the autocorrelation function
or histograms with success because the consecutive (in radial or-
der n) modes are not expected to be equally spaced in period
anymore. Instead, we have to look for characteristic patterns
(rotation-induced slopes, and/or periodic waves) that resemble
the expected period spacing function manually.

3.4. Results for individual targets

3.4.1. KIC 3459297

The final processed light curve of KIC 3459297 spans 1470.5 d,
contains 52 411 data points, and has a duty cycle of 72.8%.
The frequency resolution of the periodogram (also known as the
Rayleigh limit) is 1/T = 0.00068 d−1. The prewhitening proce-
dure resulted in 477 statistically significant model frequencies
contributing to a variance reduction of 99.75%, and bringing
down the average signal levels from 45.9–27.1–5.0–3.9–3.8 ppm
to 4.3–2.3–1.3–1.1–1.0 ppm, measured in 2 d−1 windows centred
on 1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 d−1, respectively.

The dominant modes, as expected for an SPB star, are in
the g-mode frequency regime between 0.7 and 1.2 d−1, with the
dominant pulsation mode at 0.990040(7) d−1, having an ampli-
tude of 4667(88) ppm. The amplitude weighted average of the
model frequencies is 1.34 d−1, where the shift to higher frequen-
cies is because of the presence of a large number of combination
frequencies.

To confirm this, we follow the same combination search
method as in Pápics et al. (2015), restricting the search to com-
binations of maximum two parent frequencies. We find that all
low frequency peaks are simple negative combinations of par-
ent peaks in the main frequency regime, with c ∈ [−1, 1]. Al-
most all peaks towards higher frequencies, however, are simple
positive combinations, with c ∈ [0, 8], except for a few peaks
between 2.2 and 2.8 d−1, some of which stay independent even
when three parent frequencies and mixed-type combinations are
allowed. Moreover, we find that looking at the histogram of fre-
quency differences in Fig. 11 there are three bins that stand out:
0.990, 1.086, and 0.096 d−1. These match the frequency values
of the two highest amplitude pulsation modes and their differ-
ence ( f1, f2, and f2 − f1), which implies that the high ampli-
tude parent peaks contribute to a large number of combination
frequencies. A similar behaviour has already been detected in
KIC 6352430 A (Pápics et al. 2013). Observing these differences
in the histogram, for example f2 − f1, does not require the pres-
ence of negative combination frequencies in the periodogram, as
two combination frequencies that are formed as f1+ fi and f2+ fi
also result in an observed separation of f2 − f1.

While searching for characteristic patterns of a possible
period series, we restrict ourselves to peaks that meet the
Loumos & Deeming (1978) criterion, which states that the mini-
mal frequency separation that two close peaks must have to avoid
influence on their apparent frequencies in the periodogram is
2.5× the Rayleigh limit. In practice, given fi and fi+1 frequencies
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Fig. 8. Temporal changes in the spectrum of KIC 11971405. The aver-
age of the two consecutive exposures from October 2010 is plotted on
the top using a black solid line, while the average spectrum from June
2015 is shown below with a red solid line with an offset of −0.15 in
flux units. For clarity, the average from 2010 is repeated in the back-
ground using a grey solid line. The sharp absorption features in the
bottom panel are telluric lines.

of consecutive significant peaks, where fi+1 − fi < 2.5/T , we
keep the frequency with the larger amplitude and discard the
other frequency. We repeat this pairwise test until there are no
more consecutive peaks in the periodogram that have a fre-
quency difference below 2.5× the Rayleigh limit. This lowers
the total number of frequencies to 337. This number is signif-
icantly reduced further when we remove the simple combina-
tion frequencies. Then we take the ∼5 highest amplitude peaks
and check whether they outline a recognisable period spacing
pattern. Afterwards we try to add additional strong frequencies
one-by-one, every time checking whether they fit in the period
spacing pattern.

We find a long period series (consisting of 43 observed and
2 missing radial orders, which are listed in Table 6) tilted by ro-
tation, which exhibits short period variations on top of the gen-
eral downwards trend (see Fig. 12). This points towards a star
that is already relatively evolved on the main sequence (in good
agreement with the observed log g), and requires the absence of
a large amount of diffusive mixing that would otherwise smear
out the observed sawtooth-like features. Assuming that we ob-
serve a prograde l = 1 series (based on the observed spacing, the
tilt, and the spectroscopic fundamental parameters), it is possible
that the peaks between 2.2 and 2.8 d−1 (listed in Table 7) that are
not identified as simple combination frequencies might be mem-
bers of a prograde (m = 1 or m = 2) l = 2 series (see Fig. 13),
but this could only be confirmed after carrying out modelling of
the dipole series.

Fig. 9. Custom pixel mask for the Q8 data of KIC 4930889. Individ-
ual pixel-level light curves are plotted for each pixel that was down-
loaded from the spacecraft. The numerical values and the background
colour indicate the flux levels in each pixel. The pixels with green and
red borders were used to extract the standard Kepler light curves. We
added yellow pixels (significant signal is present) and removed red pix-
els (non-significant signal or contamination from nearby stars) in our
custom mask for the light curve extraction. This results in a light curve
with significantly less instrumental effects and/or contamination than
the standard extraction.

3.4.2. KIC 4930889

The reduced light curve of KIC 4930889 spans 1470.5 days
and consists of 52 878 data points. The data has a duty cycle
of 73.5%. The Rayleigh limit of the periodogram is 1/T =

0.00068 d−1. The prewhitening procedure delivered 380 statis-
tically significant model frequencies, resulting in a variance re-
duction of 99.5% and bringing down the average signal levels
from 81.2–66.4–7.5–5.9–5.6 ppm to 12.2–7.1–1.3–0.8–0.5 ppm,
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Table 6. Fourier parameters (periods, frequencies, amplitudes, and
phases) of the modes of the main period series of KIC 3459297.

# p f A θ S/N

d d−1 ppm 2π/rad
1 0.88627(2) 1.12832(3) 117(8) −0.40(7) 11.3
2 0.903392(7) 1.106940(9) 8.7(2) × 102 0.27(2) 37.5
3 0.921169(5) 1.085577(6) 3.34(6) × 103 0.03(2) 62.2
4 0.938074(9) 1.06601(1) 1.18(3) × 103 0.42(3) 38.5
5 0.95209(2) 1.05032(2) 3.0(2) × 102 −0.21(5) 18.0
6 0.968813(9) 1.032191(9) 1.03(3) × 103 −0.49(2) 38.3
7 0.98268(3) 1.01763(3) 114(8) −0.18(7) 10.9
8 0.99559(2) 1.00443(2) 1.9(1) × 102 0.38(6) 14.3
9 1.010060(7) 0.990040(7) 4.67(9) × 103 −0.05(2) 62.8
10 1.022058(8) 0.978418(7) 2.00(4) × 103 −0.13(2) 51.2
11 1.03170(2) 0.96927(2) 3.2(2) × 102 −0.29(5) 19.6
12 1.04708(2) 0.95504(2) 3.2(1) × 102 −0.27(4) 19.0
13 1.05800(4) 0.94518(3) 58(5) 0.44(9) 6.7
14 1.06769(3) 0.93660(3) 1.3(1) × 102 −0.02(7) 11.9
15 1.07999(3) 0.92594(3) 95(7) 0.23(7) 8.5
16 1.08987(6) 0.91754(5) 38(5) −0.4(1) 6.3
17 1.10085(2) 0.90839(2) 2.7(1) × 102 0.48(5) 17.6
18 1.11016(3) 0.90077(3) 1.4(1) × 102 −0.06(7) 11.7
19 1.11920(2) 0.89350(2) 2.5(1) × 102 0.02(5) 17.4
20 1.12924(3) 0.88555(2) 2.1(1) × 102 −0.28(6) 17.9
21 1.13907(5) 0.87791(4) 23(3) 0.0(1) 4.3
22 1.14536(2) 0.87309(1) 5.5(2) × 102 0.14(3) 29.3
23 1.15281(4) 0.86744(3) 109(9) 0.40(8) 11.3
24 1.16066(5) 0.86158(3) 62(6) −0.44(9) 6.8
25 1.16873(5) 0.85563(3) 62(6) 0.30(9) 6.7
26 1.17670(4) 0.84984(3) 83(7) −0.20(8) 8.6
27 1.18417(6) 0.84448(4) 29(3) −0.4(1) 4.5
28 1.19176(3) 0.83910(2) 2.1(1) × 102 −0.45(5) 14.2
29 1.19752(6) 0.83506(4) 41(5) 0.1(1) 6.1
30 1.20654(6) 0.82881(4) 26(3) −0.1(1) 4.3
31 1.21010(6) 0.82638(4) 45(5) −0.3(1) 6.4
32 1.22038(5) 0.81942(3) 100(9) 0.30(9) 11.2
33 1.22620(6) 0.81553(4) 33(3) 0.0(1) 4.4
34 1.23059(4) 0.81262(3) 52(4) −0.23(7) 4.9
35 1.23453(5) 0.81002(3) 55(5) 0.09(9) 6.1
36 1.24026(5) 0.80629(4) 34(3) −0.41(9) 4.4
37 1.24381(4) 0.80398(3) 44(3) −0.29(7) 4.4
38 1.24797(4) 0.80130(2) 121(8) 0.01(7) 11.1
39 1.25158(4) 0.79899(3) 130(9) 0.21(7) 11.2
40 1.25451(5) 0.79713(3) 71(6) −0.34(9) 7.4
41 1.25783(4) 0.79502(3) 77(6) 0.09(7) 6.9
42 1.26069(5) 0.79322(3) 48(4) 0.12(9) 5.5
43 1.26456(7) 0.79079(4) 23(3) 0.3(1) 4.2

Notes. The displayed S/N values are calculated in a window of 1 d−1

centred on the given frequency. Numbers in parentheses are the formal
errors of the last significant digit.

measured in 2 d−1 windows centred on 1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 d−1,
respectively.

The dominant modes are g modes between 0.75 and 1.4 d−1.
The strongest pulsation mode is at 1.240146(6) d−1 with an
amplitude of 8093(136) ppm. The amplitude weighted aver-
age of the model frequencies is 1.28 d−1. Almost all power
above this frequency range comes from combination frequen-
cies (with a possible exception of the relatively strong peak at
1.71770(4) d−1), while a number of low frequency peaks cannot
be accounted for as simple negative combinations. Again, as il-
lustrated by the five marked bins (at 0.023, 0.045, 1.194, 1.216,
and 1.240 d−1) in Fig. 14, the three dominant modes contribute
to a large number of combination frequencies (with the bins cor-
responding to f1 − f2, f1 − f3, f3, f2, and f1, respectively).

Table 7. Fourier parameters (periods, frequencies, amplitudes, and
phases) of the modes of the possible l = 2 series in KIC 3459297.

# p f A θ S/N

d d−1 ppm 2π/rad

1 0.36807(2) 2.7169(2) 2(1) × 101 −0.4(4) 11.7
2 0.382067(7) 2.61734(4) 1.4(2) × 102 0.1(1) 19.6
3 0.39363(1) 2.54043(6) 1.0(2) × 102 0.1(2) 19.6
4 0.40526(3) 2.4675(2) 10(5) 0.2(4) 5.8
5 0.41754(1) 2.39499(7) 9(2) × 101 0.1(2) 19.6
6 0.42693(3) 2.3423(2) 12(5) 0.2(4) 6.1
7 0.43644(1) 2.29124(5) 1.2(2) × 102 −0.0(1) 19.6
8 0.44671(2) 2.23858(9) 6(1) × 101 −0.1(2) 17.6

Notes. The S/N values shown are calculated in a window of 1 d−1 cen-
tred on the given frequency. Numbers in parentheses are the formal er-
rors of the last significant digit.

Table 8. Fourier parameters (periods, frequencies, amplitudes, and
phases) of the modes of the main period series of KIC 4930889.

# p f A θ S/N

d d−1 ppm 2π/rad

1 0.72836(3) 1.37295(6) 1.3(2) × 102 −0.1(2) 7.3
2 0.74932(3) 1.33454(5) 2.1(3) × 102 0.1(1) 8.4
3 0.76938(2) 1.29974(3) 4.6(4) × 102 0.11(9) 17.0
4 0.78882(3) 1.26772(5) 1.6(2) × 102 −0.2(1) 8.3
5 0.806357(4) 1.240146(6) 8.1(1) × 103 −0.03(2) 64.9
6 0.821928(4) 1.216652(6) 5.58(9) × 103 0.04(2) 68.6
7 0.836879(4) 1.194916(6) 3.47(6) × 103 −0.48(2) 65.7
8 0.85232(1) 1.17327(2) 1.22(5) × 103 0.31(4) 32.1
9 0.86617(3) 1.15451(4) 2.7(3) × 102 0.3(1) 11.4
10 0.88008(4) 1.13626(5) 1.2(2) × 102 0.2(1) 5.8
11 0.89215(5) 1.12089(6) 9(2) × 101 0.1(2) 5.1
12 0.90302(3) 1.10739(3) 3.8(4) × 102 0.35(9) 13.3
13 0.91488(4) 1.09304(4) 1.7(2) × 102 −0.3(1) 7.4
14 0.92569(3) 1.08028(3) 4.5(4) × 102 0.10(9) 17.0
15 0.93601(3) 1.06837(3) 3.9(3) × 102 0.39(9) 12.2
16 0.94614(4) 1.05692(5) 2.1(3) × 102 −0.2(1) 8.2
17 0.95600(5) 1.04602(5) 1.7(2) × 102 0.2(1) 8.3
18 0.96360(4) 1.03778(5) 1.6(2) × 102 −0.3(1) 7.5
19 0.97095(6) 1.02992(6) 1.1(2) × 102 −0.4(2) 6.3
20 0.97970(6) 1.02072(7) 1.0(2) × 102 0.0(2) 5.6

Notes. The S/N values shown are calculated in a window of 1 d−1 cen-
tred on the given frequency. Numbers in parentheses are the formal er-
rors of the last significant digit.

Our manual search for possible period series (after filtering
for close frequencies and leaving only 297 model peaks) gives a
positive result again. We identify a tilted period series consisting
of 20 consecutive radial orders (see Table 8 and Fig. 15). This
period series is much smoother than in the case of KIC 3459297,
showing only three shallow dips (around 0.82, 0.89, and 0.96 d).
These properties point towards an earlier evolutionary stage and
possibly a higher diffusive mixing.

Since we find an unusually high amount of modes at lower
frequencies that cannot be explained as simple combinations, we
also searched for period series in this region. This results in two
very similar period series, both showing an upwards tilt typical
for retrograde modes (see Table 9 and Fig. 16). During the con-
struction of these series we disregarded the results from the com-
bination search, as some peaks might very easily be identified as
combination frequencies simply by chance since the region of
possible parent frequencies is very dense, and because the fact
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Fig. 10. Light curves (plotted using grey dots, showing a zoom-in to slightly less than 1/10th of the full data set) and the power spectra (plotted
using red solid lines) of the five SPB stars studied in this paper along with the ones of KIC 10526294 and KIC 7760680 from Pápics et al. (2014,
2015) ordered according to the frequency of maximum power. For further information see Sect. 3.5.

Fig. 11. Histogram of the distribution of frequency pairs in the fre-
quency analysis of KIC 3459297, calculated using a bin width of 2.5/T
taking into account all statistically significant frequencies (grey solid
line), or only a subset of frequencies where weaker signal from within
2.5/T of the stronger peaks was excluded (black solid line). The three
values that are mentioned in the text are marked with black triangles.

that none of the higher amplitude peaks in the low frequency
region were identified as combinations to start with.

3.4.3. KIC 6352430 A

The full reduced Kepler photometry of KIC 6352430 A covers
1459.5 d (compared to the 1141.5 days that were available in
Pápics et al. 2013) and contains 65 478 data points (with a duty
cycle of 91.7%). The Rayleigh limit is 1/T = 0.000685 d−1. The
iterative prewhitening was stopped after the removal of 858 sig-
nificant frequencies, which resulted in a variance reduction of

Table 9. Fourier parameters (periods, frequencies, amplitudes, and
phases) of the two extra possible period series of KIC 4930889.

# p f A θ S/N

d d−1 ppm 2π/rad

1 2.9324(3) 0.34102(4) 3.4(4) × 102 0.5(1) 13.2
2 3.1502(5) 0.31744(5) 1.9(3) × 102 −0.4(1) 8.3
3 3.3806(7) 0.29580(6) 1.2(2) × 102 0.0(2) 7.0
4 3.660(1) 0.27325(7) 7(1) × 101 0.2(2) 4.4
5 4.0090(5) 0.24944(3) 4.7(4) × 102 0.09(8) 17.0
6 4.462(1) 0.22413(5) 1.4(2) × 102 −0.5(1) 7.1
7 4.983(1) 0.20069(5) 1.7(2) × 102 −0.4(1) 8.3
8 5.5877(6) 0.17897(2) 9.2(5) × 102 −0.45(5) 27.5
9 6.4294(9) 0.15554(2) 7.3(4) × 102 0.02(6) 22.5
10 7.605(2) 0.13149(4) 2.7(3) × 102 0.2(1) 11.2
11 9.146(4) 0.10934(5) 1.5(2) × 102 0.4(1) 7.4
12 11.587(4) 0.08631(3) 5.1(4) × 102 −0.45(7) 17.9
1 2.9896(3) 0.33450(4) 3.3(3) × 102 −0.4(1) 12.2
2 3.2150(5) 0.31104(5) 1.8(3) × 102 0.1(1) 8.3
3 3.4847(6) 0.28697(5) 1.5(2) × 102 0.3(1) 7.5
4 3.7710(8) 0.26518(6) 1.4(2) × 102 0.2(1) 7.5
5 4.136(1) 0.24175(6) 1.3(2) × 102 −0.3(2) 7.0
6 4.573(1) 0.21866(7) 8(1) × 101 0.5(2) 4.8
7 5.173(2) 0.19330(7) 8(1) × 101 0.1(2) 4.9

Notes. The S/N values shown are calculated in a window of 1 d−1 cen-
tred on the given frequency. Numbers in parentheses are the formal er-
rors of the last significant digit.

99.9%. The average signal levels in the original and residual light
curve are 55.8–52.6–6.2–5.1–4.8 ppm and 5.4–3.6–0.9–0.6–0.3
ppm, measured in 2 d−1 windows centred on 1, 2, 5, 10, and
20 d−1, respectively.
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Fig. 12. Zoom-in of the period spectrum of KIC 3459297 (top panel) with the members of the period spacing series indicated with vertical dashed
lines. Peaks that are discarded during our pattern search are plotted using thin grey lines (for details, we refer to the text). The observed period
spacing is shown in the bottom panel.

Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 12, but for the possible l = 2 series in
KIC 3459297.

The dominant modes are in the g mode regime between 0.9
and 1.8 d−1 with the strongest mode at 1.361716(6) d−1, having
an amplitude of 7406(111) ppm. The amplitude weighted aver-
age of the model frequencies is 1.84 d−1, where the shift towards
higher frequencies is again a clear sign of a large number of
combination frequencies. Unlike the previous stars, the transi-
tion between the dominant region and the region of combina-
tion frequencies is continuous; there are no apparent gaps in the
power spectrum where no signal could be found. All peaks below
0.7 d−1 can be explained as simple negative combinations, except
for the frequency at 0.03768(3) d−1, which can be identified as
the spectroscopically derived binary orbital frequency of fSB2 =

0.03766(3) d−1 from Pápics et al. (2013). We note that the fact
that one can identify a frequency as a simple combination does
not directly mean that there is no better explanation for the peak

Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 11, but for KIC 4930889.

in question. In fact, we also observe four harmonics of the orbital
frequency up to 5 × fSB2, but some of these get matched as sim-
ple negative combinations thanks to the high power density in the
g-mode region; however a much more logical explanation, espe-
cially given their sequentially smaller amplitudes towards higher
harmonics, is that these are orbital harmonics. Above 1.9 d−1 a
quickly growing percentage of peaks are identified as combina-
tion frequencies, and beyond 2.5 d−1 basically all power can be
traced back to parent frequencies in the dominant g-mode region
(with a few relatively large amplitude exceptions below 4 d−1).
Again, large amplitude modes have a major contribution to com-
bination frequencies, as the strongest bins in Fig. 17 fall at fre-
quencies of the strongest modes and their differences (with the
marked bins at 0.102, 0.157, 1.361, and 1.519 d−1 corresponding
to f3 − f1, f2 − f1, f1, and f2, respectively).
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Fig. 15. Same as Fig. 12, but for KIC 4930889.

Fig. 16. Same as Fig. 12, but for the proposed additional series of the
low frequency peaks in KIC 4930889.

The purpose of revisiting KIC 6352430 A is to look for tilted
period series, and (after filtering for close peaks that left us with
584 model peaks) screening through the independent frequen-
cies in the region of interest, we manage to detect one (see
Table 10 and Fig. 18) that is very similar in topography to that
of KIC 3459297.

3.4.4. KIC 9020774

The reduced light curve of KIC 9020774 contains 64 863 data
points over 1450.1 d (with a duty cycle of 91.4%). The Rayleigh
limit of the data set is 1/T = 0.00069 d−1. The iterative
prewhitening procedure resulted in a model with 281 significant
frequencies and a variance reduction of 99.1%. The average sig-
nal levels before and after the removal of the model are 41.7–
45.3–7.6–6.3–6.0 ppm and 7.0–4.5–3.9–3.8–3.7 ppm, measured
in 2 d−1 windows centred on 1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 d−1, respectively.

Fig. 17. Same as Fig. 11, but for KIC 6352430 A.

The dominant modes in the periodogram are g modes be-
tween 1.2 and 2.3 d−1. The strongest modes are localised in a
tight cluster, with the dominant frequency at 1.900723(3) d−1

with an amplitude of 7672(65) ppm. The amplitude weighted av-
erage of all model frequencies is 2.08 d−1. This star also shows
the combination frequencies that we have seen in the previous
cases, meaning that nearly all peaks below 0.75 d−1 are simple
negative combinations (with a possible exception of a stronger
peak at 0.381316(7) d−1), and that peaks beyond the g-mode
region are simple harmonics and positive combinations of the
independent g modes. Not surprisingly anymore, the strongest
modes contribute to a large number of these frequencies, as il-
lustrated by the strong bins at 0.059 and 1.901 d−1 in Fig. 19,
corresponding to f1 − f2 and f1, respectively.

Screening through the 239 peaks that remain after filtering
the close peaks out, we manage to find another tilted period se-
ries (see Table 11 and Fig. 20). The series is steep and smooth,
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Fig. 18. Same as Fig. 12, but for KIC 6352430 A.

Fig. 20. Same as Fig. 12, but for KIC 9020774.

which is in good agreement with the faster rotation rate of the
star and its position in the Kiel diagram in Fig. 1.

3.4.5. KIC 11971405

From the viewpoint of its high projected rotational velocity of
242 ± 14 km s−1 and peculiar, exceptionally weak Be spectra,
KIC 11971405 is the most extreme pulsator in our sample. As
Kurtz et al. (2015) have already pointed out while studying the

occurrence of linear combination frequencies in a sample of
gravity mode pulsators, KIC 11971405 shows several outburst
recurring on an irregular timescale. The authors also hypothe-
sised the Be nature of the star, which we have now confirmed
in Sect. 2.1.4. This is also in good agreement with the high
v sin i value.

The light curve looks like a typical SPB light curve (but with
complex beating patterns and a shorter than typical period) un-
til the middle of Q11, when the first large outburst occurs at
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Table 10. Fourier parameters (periods, frequencies, amplitudes, and
phases) of the modes of the period series detected in KIC 6352430 A.

# p f A θ S/N

d d−1 ppm 2π/rad

1 0.569977(7) 1.75446(2) 4.0(2) × 102 0.26(6) 21.4
2 0.59749(3) 1.67367(7) 44(8) -0.4(2) 6.5
3 0.62855(1) 1.59097(3) 2.8(2) × 102 0.20(7) 18.1
4 0.658438(1) 1.518747(3) 6.57(5) × 103 0.037(7) 108.4
5 0.683179(3) 1.463745(6) 2.26(3) × 103 −0.19(2) 69.3
6 0.71049(3) 1.40749(6) 61(9) 0.2(1) 7.8
7 0.734367(3) 1.361716(6) 7.4(1) × 103 −0.09(1) 83.9
8 0.75863(3) 1.31817(6) 52(8) 0.3(2) 6.4
9 0.778667(7) 1.28425(1) 7.0(2) × 102 0.23(3) 34.8
10 0.79700(2) 1.25471(3) 1.4(1) × 102 0.32(8) 11.3
11 0.81834(2) 1.22199(3) 2.0(1) × 102 0.10(7) 14.0
12 0.83627(3) 1.19579(4) 1.1(1) × 102 0.2(1) 9.6
13 0.852473(8) 1.17306(1) 8.9(3) × 102 0.37(3) 41.3
14 0.86991(2) 1.14955(3) 1.3(1) × 102 0.26(8) 11.6
15 0.88716(3) 1.12720(3) 1.5(1) × 102 −0.39(8) 12.2
16 0.90026(2) 1.11079(2) 2.6(2) × 102 −0.29(6) 17.8
17 0.91462(4) 1.09334(5) 67(9) 0.1(1) 7.2
18 0.92886(5) 1.07659(6) 54(8) 0.4(1) 6.1
19 0.94308(5) 1.06036(5) 61(9) −0.1(1) 7.2
20 0.95463(1) 1.04753(1) 9.5(3) × 102 0.29(3) 40.9
21 0.96777(7) 1.03331(7) 39(7) −0.0(2) 5.9
22 0.97957(4) 1.02085(4) 85(9) −0.3(1) 7.8
23 0.99134(4) 1.00874(4) 9(1) × 101 −0.2(1) 8.9
24 1.00229(2) 0.99772(2) 3.3(2) × 102 0.10(6) 22.5

Notes. The S/N values shown are calculated in a window of 1 d−1 cen-
tred on the given frequency. Numbers in parentheses are the formal er-
rors of the last significant digit.

Fig. 19. Same as Fig. 11, but for KIC 9020774.

TBJD (BJD − 2 454 833) 1053. The outburst can be described
as a general growth of both the average brightness and am-
plitude of the light variability. The outburst phase has a faster
rising and a longer decaying part; the total length of the first out-
burst is ∼15 d and the maximum brightness is reached ∼5 d af-
ter the start. The second outburst, which is extremely similar to
the first one both in morphology and temporal evolution, starts
at TBJD 1129. These are followed by much shorter and shal-
lower mini-outbursts centred at TBJD 1304, 1424, 1517, and
1547 (with a few possible smaller outbursts in between). Then
just at the beginning of Q17, starting at TBJD 1559, there is an-
other larger outburst, but since it starts exactly at the beginning
of a quarter, it might be slightly influencing our detrending and
vice versa.

Table 11. Fourier parameters (periods, frequencies, amplitudes, and
phases) of the modes of the period series of KIC 9020774.

# p f A θ S/N

d d−1 ppm 2π/rad
1 0.43570(1) 2.29514(5) 36(5) 0.3(1) 10.6
2 0.46150(2) 2.16685(8) 21(4) −0.4(2) 6.2
3 0.486991(2) 2.053427(9) 336(8) 0.13(2) 26.2
4 0.507805(1) 1.969261(4) 1.21(1) × 103 −0.36(1) 77.1
5 0.5261156(9) 1.900723(3) 7.67(7) × 103 0.388(9) 104.5
6 0.5432530(4) 1.840763(1) 4.61(2) × 103 0.487(4) 118.5
7 0.559106(1) 1.788570(4) 882(8) 0.37(1) 75.6
8 0.574634(6) 1.74024(2) 128(6) 0.35(5) 14.5
9 0.58913(2) 1.69741(5) 41(5) −0.3(1) 9.5
10 0.602811(7) 1.65889(2) 165(8) −0.43(5) 26.3
11 0.614221(7) 1.62808(2) 122(6) −0.08(5) 14.5
12 0.62537(2) 1.59906(4) 51(5) −0.1(1) 10.6
13 0.63570(2) 1.57307(4) 48(5) 0.2(1) 9.4
14 0.64616(2) 1.54761(4) 46(5) −0.1(1) 9.5
15 0.65467(3) 1.52749(7) 23(4) 0.0(2) 5.5
16 0.663052(9) 1.50818(2) 106(6) −0.41(6) 14.5

Notes. The S/N values shown are calculated in a window of 1 d−1 cen-
tred on the given frequency. Numbers in parentheses are the formal er-
rors of the last significant digit.

Similar behaviour has been found in the hybrid B0.5 IVe
CoRoT target HD 49330 by Huat et al. (2009). Likely because
the CoRoT observation was 10 times shorter in time frame, only
one outburst was recorded; but the magnitude of that event was
very similar to the brightenings observed here, while its duration
was 3 to 4 times longer. Furthermore, although not to the same
extent, HD 49330 also exhibited enhanced pulsation amplitudes
during the outburst. However, in contrast to the weak Be sig-
natures observed in KIC 11971405, the CoRoT target showed
a very strong (and varying) emission component (Floquet et al.
2009).

We employ a short-time Fourier transformation (STFT) of
the full data set to illustrate the long-term changes in the am-
plitude spectrum. Afterwards, we apply our normal iterative
prewhitening procedure on the Q0-Q11.1 data (until the first
monthly downlink within Q11) to derive model frequencies that
we can use in our combination and period series search. We do
not use the full data set for this procedure, as our initial attempts
have shown that it is not possible to adequately model the full
light curve with a limited set of frequencies in a meaningful
way (which is not surprising when trying to reproduce aperiodic
changes with a sum of sines).

The full light curve itself spans 1470.5 days and contains
65 968 data points (91.7% duty cycle and 0.00068 d−1 Rayleigh
limit). Because of the complex beating patterns originating in
many closely spaced frequencies and the limited duration of the
outbursts, it is impossible to use a window width for the STFT
that is long enough to avoid visual artefacts, but short enough
so that it recovers some of the temporal changes that occur dur-
ing an outburst. When the temporal resolution is chosen to be too
small, such as in the wavelet analysis performed in Rivinius et al.
(2016), dense frequency groups remain unresolved. This im-
plies that the observed changes in amplitude are simply a result
of the beating of the unresolved modes. Furthermore, because
of the merging or smearing effect introduced by the degraded
resolution in frequency, the beating among frequencies can lead
to artificial changes in amplitudes and/or frequencies, turn-
ing a dense group of modes that are otherwise stable in fre-
quency into an unresolved, periodically varying pseudo-mode.
In Rivinius et al. (2016, Figs. 6. and 7.), g2, g3, g4, and g5 are
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Fig. 21. Short-time Fourier transform of the full light curve of KIC 11971405, showing the regions of dominant pulsation power.

suffering from this artefact, which explains the observed short-
term correlations between the amplitudes of neighbouring fre-
quency groups and hides the actual long-term changes. Here, we
take a careful approach to avoid such artefacts.

From our tests it seems that all dominant frequencies get
a boost in amplitude during the outburst events (although the
one at 3.73380(1) d−1 to a lesser extent). This explains the vi-
sual broadening of the light curve around these events without
an apparent change in the pattern of the light variation, which
one would expect if the outburst were connected only to a given
frequency. What is more interesting is that there is a clear change
in the amplitude of two of the most dominant modes on a much
longer timescale. The STFT of the three dominant frequency
regions of KIC 11971405 are shown in Fig. 21 (calculated us-
ing 180 day wide windows that were slid with 30 days). Trac-
ing the changes in amplitude and frequency (Fig. 22), we find
that while the peak at 3.73380(1) d−1 continuously grows in time
(from around 1000 to 4000 ppm), the peak at 0.27644(2) d−1

loses power (from around 1800 to 900 ppm). The smaller modes
are much more difficult to track in the STFT, but is seems that
there are some other peaks with smaller, long-term amplitude
changes. Moreover, looking at the frequency values, the domi-
nant peaks between 3.6 and 4.2 d−1 (in the 3rd panel of Fig. 21)
show a small long-term decreasing trend in frequency, while the
dominant modes in the other two frequency regions are stable
over time; the low frequency peak at 0.27644(2) d−1 is strongly
influenced by the presence of outbursts, which is why there are
apparent variations after the first outburst. These changes in fre-
quency are marginally larger than the Rayleigh limit of the full
data set, but the trends are very clear and free of scatter, es-
pecially for the peak at 4.01030(1) d−1, which is the dominant
frequency of the Q0-Q11.1 data (with an apparent amplitude of
3507(56) ppm).

The Q0-Q11.1 data set that we use later on consists of
41 175 data points and covers 911.7 days (92.3% duty cycle and
0.0011 d−1 Rayleigh limit). The iterative prewhitening procedure
resulted in 1541 model frequencies; the amplitude weighted av-
erage of all model frequencies is 3.14 d−1. While the data set is
significantly shorter than those of the four other stars that we
have analysed above, the number of frequencies is much higher,
which raises some concerns. Although the frequency spectrum
seems to be very rich in combination frequencies even beyond
the three dominant frequency regions of 0 to 0.7 d−1, 1.3 to
2.3 d−1, and 3.1 to 4.5 d−1, there is no easy way to explain the
presence of this many stable modes from a theoretical point of
view. Moreover, there is also an excessive amount of peaks in
this set of model frequencies that are so closely spaced that
they must influence each other during the prewhitening, which

Fig. 22. Frequency (left panels) and amplitude (right panels) varia-
tions of the four strongest pulsation modes traced from the STFT of
KIC 11971405, which was calculated using 360 d wide windows that
were stepped with 30 d.

is known to create spurious model frequencies. This is why we
always filter these close frequencies before searching for period
series, but in this star, the filtering removes half the frequen-
cies (leaving 765 of them). Even though a rich and dense fre-
quency spectrum in a fast rotator SPB is not at all impossible
given the predicted presence of the numerous rotationally split
components of various series of modes of different degrees and
radial orders, it is more likely that a large amount of the very
closely spaced frequency groups (where a larger central peak is
surrounded by a few peaks that have lower amplitudes as we go
further from the larger peak) are simply spurious peaks caused
by the long-term frequency shifts observed in the STFT of the
data. These structures are not to be confused with the narrowly
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Fig. 23. Same as Fig. 11, but for KIC 11971405.

spaced rotationally split triplets or quintuplets, which can have
very similar appearance, since those only occur in extremely
slow rotator stars.

While this model provides a variance reduction of 99.8% in
the Q0-Q11.1 data, it fails miserably in reproducing the outbursts
or the light curve after the outbursts. At this point we have no
ways to model these features in the light curve, so we proceed
with the analysis of the frequency spectrum of the Q0-Q11.1
data.

The frequency spectrum of KIC 11971405 is extremely
structured. The histogram of the frequency pairs in Fig. 23 also
reflects this (as frequency groups in the periodogram result in
groups in the histogram too), but unlike the previous cases, there
is not one bin or a few bins that would strongly rise above the
underlying general structure. The bin corresponding to the dom-
inant mode is stronger, but not as significant as in the other stars.
There is a clear presence of possible combination frequencies,
but owing to the complexity of the spectrum, at first sight it is
much less clear which peaks could be parent modes and which
are the combinations. While in our experience parent peaks are
always stronger than the combinations, which is well illustrated
by the previous four stars in this paper, it has been shown re-
cently that it is also possible to have combination frequencies
that are stronger than their parent peaks (Kurtz et al. 2015). Our
standard combination search shows that the independent modes
are situated in the 1.3 to 2.3 d−1 region, while as usual, the
low frequency peaks are simple negative combinations and the
peaks towards higher frequencies are low order positive combi-
nations, even without omitting our standard amplitude criterion
(Pápics 2012). There are some large amplitude modes (basically
all strong frequencies – including the dominant one – outside the
main 1.3 to 2.3 d−1 region), which cannot be explained as com-
binations without looking over this criterion. But when we only
look at frequency values, they are also explained simply, as al-
ready shown in Kurtz et al. (2015). Except for these few large
amplitude peaks, the amplitudes in the 1.3 to 2.3 d−1 region are
in general larger than in the other groups.

There is an additional observation that strengthens our opin-
ion of why the 1.3 to 2.3 d−1 region must contain the independent
pulsation modes, and that is the presence of possible period se-
ries. We find two possible series at period spacing values which
are compatible with the observed high projected rotational ve-
locity and they are both in this region (see Table 12 and Fig. 24).
The second series gets slightly more noisy towards higher pe-
riods, likely because of the density of the frequency spectrum
and the low value of the period spacing, causing the peaks to

Table 12. Fourier parameters (periods, frequencies, amplitudes, and
phases) of the modes of the two possible period series of KIC 11971405.

# p f A θ S/N

d d−1 ppm 2π/rad
1 0.43781(4) 2.2841(2) 20(7) −0.4(4) 7.8
2 0.44132(4) 2.2660(2) 26(8) −0.2(3) 8.8
3 0.44404(5) 2.2521(2) 20(8) 0.2(4) 8.5
4 0.44638(6) 2.2403(3) 10(5) −0.3(5) 6.0
5 0.44984(2) 2.2230(1) 6(1) × 101 −0.0(2) 11.8
6 0.45347(2) 2.20523(9) 1.0(1) × 102 −0.3(1) 18.0
7 0.457121(3) 2.18761(2) 1.68(4) × 103 0.48(3) 47.2
8 0.460422(4) 2.17192(2) 1.07(3) × 103 0.19(3) 38.0
9 0.46345(5) 2.1577(3) 10(4) 0.1(4) 5.7
10 0.46740(4) 2.1395(2) 22(6) −0.3(3) 7.2
11 0.47109(5) 2.1228(2) 9(3) −0.0(4) 4.6
12 0.47442(4) 2.1078(2) 18(5) 0.4(3) 6.6
13 0.477452(9) 2.09445(4) 2.7(2) × 102 0.23(7) 17.5
1 0.49037(5) 2.0393(2) 9(3) 0.2(3) 4.6
2 0.49516(4) 2.0196(2) 22(6) 0.2(3) 7.2
3 0.49899(4) 2.0040(2) 19(5) −0.4(3) 6.6
4 0.50261(3) 1.9896(1) 5(1) × 101 0.3(2) 9.7
5 0.50651(2) 1.97428(8) 1.0(1) × 102 −0.1(1) 10.2
6 0.51016(4) 1.9602(2) 17(5) 0.4(3) 6.0
7 0.51326(1) 1.94832(5) 1.9(2) × 102 0.19(9) 14.5
8 0.51615(2) 1.93741(8) 1.0(1) × 102 −0.1(1) 10.1
9 0.51923(4) 1.9259(1) 35(8) −0.2(2) 8.5
10 0.52196(1) 1.91585(4) 2.7(2) × 102 −0.35(7) 17.5
11 0.52495(2) 1.90495(5) 1.8(2) × 102 −0.44(9) 13.4
12 0.527495(6) 1.89575(2) 7.9(3) × 102 −0.49(3) 35.4
13 0.52975(1) 1.88767(3) 4.1(2) × 102 0.38(6) 22.3
14 0.53218(1) 1.87905(4) 3.4(2) × 102 0.48(6) 20.1
15 0.53448(2) 1.87096(6) 1.6(2) × 102 −0.1(1) 17.9
16 0.53657(1) 1.86368(4) 3.6(2) × 102 −0.31(6) 20.1
17 0.53867(2) 1.85641(7) 1.0(1) × 102 0.2(1) 9.0
18 0.54044(3) 1.8504(1) 8(1) × 101 0.3(2) 10.1
19 0.54285(3) 1.84213(9) 8(1) × 101 0.5(1) 12.0
20 0.543978(6) 1.83831(2) 6.7(2) × 102 −0.45(4) 34.9
21 0.54569(2) 1.83254(8) 1.0(1) × 102 0.4(1) 9.0
22 0.54745(3) 1.8266(1) 6(1) × 101 0.3(2) 8.9
23 0.548645(7) 1.82267(2) 8.1(3) × 102 0.25(4) 32.4
24 0.55036(2) 1.81700(5) 1.9(2) × 102 −0.23(9) 14.4
25 0.55179(4) 1.8123(1) 26(5) 0.1(2) 6.6
26 0.55302(3) 1.8083(1) 7(1) × 101 0.5(2) 8.9
27 0.55402(3) 1.8050(1) 7(1) × 101 0.2(2) 12.0
28 0.55525(2) 1.80099(6) 1.7(2) × 102 0.38(9) 18.0

Notes. The S/N values shown are calculated in a window of 1 d−1 cen-
tred on the given frequency. Numbers in parentheses are the formal er-
rors of the last significant digit.

influence each other in that region. The detection of g-mode pe-
riod series along with the observed weak Be spectrum confirms
that Be stars are simply fast rotator SPB stars.

There is a possible scenario that could simultaneously ex-
plain the formation of unexpectedly large amplitude com-
bination peaks an the observed changes in the amplitude
and frequency of these modes (Fig. 22). Take the peak at
4.01030(1) d−1, which is explained by Kurtz et al. as a com-
bination of the peaks 1.82267(2) d−1 and 2.18761(2) d−1. This
peak can also be explained as a combination of, at least, two
other strong peaks (with a match better than the Rayleigh limit),
namely 1.83831(2) d−1 and 2.17192(2) d−1. The difference be-
tween the two possible combination peaks is 0.000044 d−1 or
1/25th of the Rayleigh limit. Assuming that both these combina-
tion frequencies are actually produced by the four strong parent
peaks, we get two peaks that cannot be resolved by 3–4 years
of Kepler observations. Thus we detect these as one peak that
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Fig. 24. Same as Fig. 12, but for KIC 11971405.

shows amplitude and frequency variations on the timescale of
the beat period of the two unresolved peaks, which is of the order
of 60 years. This perfectly explains the excessive amplitude at a
given phase of the beat period and the change in amplitude, al-
though the observed change in frequency is larger than what this
model predicts. In general, faster rotator SPB stars have denser
g-mode period series, thus the formation of similar unresolved
combination peaks becomes easier.

For sufficiently fast rotation, the frequency ranges of pro-
grade quadrupole modes and of combination frequencies of
dipole modes, may overlap. Given the large number of frequen-
cies, combination frequencies of dipole modes matching ob-
served quadrupole modes can be expected. On the other hand,
a series of pure combination frequencies is unlikely to be identi-
fiable as quadrupole modes. In order to avoid an incorrect inter-
pretation, any seismic modelling of such a series has to be car-
ried out with caution. In this case, we actually manage to detect a
period spacing pattern (see Table 13 and Fig. 25) among the pos-
sible combination frequencies around 3.75 d−1. In Sect. 3.5 we
show that this series is consistent with the rotation rate that we
derived from the prograde dipole series, assuming (ℓ,m) = (2, 2).
This indicates that this series could be genuine, and we might
be observing a complex mix of beating combination frequencies
and actual independent pulsation modes.

Photometric outbursts: inspecting the first two large outbursts
in the light curve (see Fig. 26, first panel), we find that there is
a very noticeable similarity between the two, as already men-
tioned above. To illustrate this, first we used a cross-correlation
function (CCF; see Fig. 26, second panel) to calculate the time
shift between the two events, then plotted them on top of each
other (to illustrate the similarity; see Fig. 26, third panel) and
measured whether there is a good linear correlation between
these outbursts (see Fig. 26, last panel). We find that the two
outbursts are indeed very similar (with a correlation coefficient

Table 13. Fourier parameters (periods, frequencies, amplitudes, and
phases) of the modes of the possible series among the high frequency
peaks in KIC 11971405.

# p f A θ S/N

d d−1 ppm 2π/rad

1 0.257683(7) 3.8807(1) 27(5) 0.2(2) 5.8
2 0.259317(6) 3.85628(9) 28(4) −0.0(2) 5.6
3 0.260769(7) 3.8348(1) 38(6) 0.3(2) 7.5
4 0.262084(5) 3.81558(7) 1.0(1) × 102 0.4(1) 12.0
5 0.263355(3) 3.79716(5) 1.7(1) × 102 0.36(8) 9.7
6 0.264555(3) 3.77993(5) 1.6(1) × 102 0.19(8) 9.9
7 0.265777(3) 3.76256(5) 1.6(1) × 102 −0.03(8) 9.7
8 0.266810(4) 3.74799(6) 1.2(1) × 102 0.2(1) 9.0
9 0.267824(1) 3.73380(1) 1.65(4) × 103 −0.42(2) 45.2
10 0.268785(3) 3.72044(5) 1.5(1) × 102 −0.13(8) 8.9
11 0.269527(7) 3.7102(1) 50(8) 0.4(2) 8.8
12 0.270628(3) 3.69510(5) 1.9(1) × 102 0.18(8) 18.0
13 0.271448(3) 3.68394(4) 2.6(2) × 102 0.13(6) 14.5
14 0.272244(4) 3.67318(5) 1.6(1) × 102 0.26(8) 10.0
15 0.273053(3) 3.66229(4) 2.6(2) × 102 0.04(6) 13.4
16 0.273849(5) 3.65165(6) 1.0(1) × 102 0.2(1) 12.0
17 0.274568(4) 3.64208(5) 1.2(1) × 102 0.12(9) 12.0
18 0.275301(5) 3.63239(7) 8(1) × 101 0.1(1) 9.8
19 0.275929(4) 3.62412(5) 1.7(1) × 102 −0.36(8) 10.1

Notes. The S/N values shown are calculated in a window of 1 d−1 cen-
tred on the given frequency. Numbers in parentheses are the formal er-
rors of the last significant digit.

R2 = 0.79), and the second follows the first outburst with a
dT = 76.81 d delay. The fact that there is such a striking sim-
ilarity between the topography of the pulsation signal during
these outbursts must mean that there is a connection between the
outbursts and pulsations. Since the topography is related to the
phases of the pulsation modes and the different apparent beat-
ings, the observed strong correlation means that the outbursts
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Fig. 25. Same as Fig. 12, but for the possible series among the high
frequency peaks in KIC 11971405.

happen at the same phase (or constellation of phases) regard-
ing the stellar oscillations. It has been predicted that g modes
could indeed be responsible for the outburst events in Be stars,
and there is growing observational evidence supporting this idea
(see e.g. Rivinius et al. 1998; Shibahashi 2014).

3.5. Period spacing patterns across the SPB instability strip:
Initial pattern fitting

To give an overview of the observed period spacing patterns
across the SPB instability to date, we show each of the longest
main series detected in SPB stars observed by Kepler in Fig. 27.
Just by looking at this figure, along with Fig. 10, it is clear
that stars that rotate faster (or – to be more precise – have a
higher projected rotational velocity), show their strongest ex-
cited modes and their main period series towards shorter periods
(higher frequencies), and have smaller average spacing values
due to a larger tilt.

The detected period spacing patterns can then be analysed
to carry out a mode identification and derive the approximate
near-core rotation rates by fitting model patterns to these se-
ries. Because the interior chemical gradients do not affect the
global slope of the observed period spacing patterns, we can
ignore their effect for now and start from an asymptotic pe-
riod spacing pattern, as described by Tassoul (1980). Realis-
tic values for the asymptotic period spacing of SPB stars range
from around 4000 s to 11 000 s. The influence of rotation is then
introduced using the traditional approximation, where we as-
sumed that, first, the star is spherically symmetric and, second,
is rigidly rotating. To this end, we applied the traditional ap-
proximation module from the stellar pulsation code GYRE v4.3
(Townsend & Teitler 2013). We then fit the resulting model pat-
terns to the observed series. The used analysis methods are de-
scribed in more detail in Van Reeth et al. (2016).

The dominant period spacing pattern (in Fig. 27) of each
of the stars was found to be a series of (ℓ,m) = (1,+1) pro-
grade dipole modes. This is consistent with the results ob-
tained by Van Reeth et al. (2016) for γDor stars. Other derived
mode identifications include (ℓ,m) = (2,−2) for one of the ris-
ing series in KIC 4930889, and (2,+2) for the extra series in
KIC 3459297 and for the possible series in the range of com-
bination frequencies in KIC 11971405. However, contrary to
the study of the lower mass γDor stars, none of the observed

Fig. 26. Upper panel: full detrended light curve of KIC 11971405 (in
grey) with the regions of the two most prominent outburst indicated
in black and red. Second panel: the cross-correlation function of the
two outbursts. Third panel: the second outburst (red solid line) shifted
back in time with dT = 76.81 d (the value of the highest peak in the
CCF function on the second panel) and plotted over the first outburst
(black solid line). The match between the two light curves, especially
around the maximum amplitude phase, is impressive. Lower panel: a
correlation diagram between the observed photometric signal of the two
outbursts in the range shown on the third panel. A 1:1 line is plotted
in the background as a grey solid line, and the best-fit linear through
the scatter plot is plotted using a red solid line (y = 0.81 ± 0.01 × x,
R2 = 0.79).
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Fig. 27. Main observed period spacing patterns of the five SPB stars studied in this paper along with those of KIC 10526294 and KIC 7760680
from Pápics et al. (2014, 2015). The colours represent the projected rotation velocity of the star; slow rotators are plotted using dark symbols and
fast rotators using bright symbols.

Fig. 28. Dominant pulsation frequency in the inertial frame as a func-
tion of the derived rotation frequency frot for the detected period se-
ries (along with the previously known series of KIC 10526294 and
KIC 7760680 from Pápics et al. 2014, 2015). The thick vertical lines
indicate the full extent of the observed period series. The dashed black
line indicates where finert equals to frot.

series were identified as Rossby waves. A possible explanation
for this non-detection may be related to the absence of a thin
convective envelope in SPBs or different properties in the interior
rotation between these two groups of gravity-mode pulsators; a
proper interpretation of this different behaviour requires future
theoretical research. The results of this exercise are illustrated
in Figs. 28 and 29, while the derived rotation frequencies and
asymptotic period spacings are listed in Table, 14. Finally, the
derived asymptotic spacing for KIC 4930889 is more compati-
ble with the fundamental parameters of the primary component
of this system than of the secondary.

Fig. 29. Same as Fig. 28, but in the corotating frame. The dashed red line
shows where the pulsations pass from the superinertial regime (above
the line) into the subinertial regime (below the line).

4. Conclusions

By presenting four new SPBs and revisiting one of the previ-
ously published binary components, we completed the observa-
tional analyses of the stars in our Kepler Guest Observer Pro-
gramme. We raised the number of in-depth analysed SPB stars
in the initial Kepler field from four to eight, and the number of
SPB stars with an observed period spacing from four to nine;
seven of these, including the five new SPB stars in this paper, are
from Kepler. Simultaneously we have shown that period series
are not only common, but they – and their combination peaks –
dominate the frequency spectrum of SPB stars. We can find a
wealth of information about the internal physics of these objects
imprinted in the topology of these series, thus they serve as foun-
dations on which we can build an improved theory.
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Table 14. Results from the initial pattern fitting of the observed period
series.

frot (d−1) dPasym (s) Mode ID (ℓ,m)

KIC 3459297 0.63+0.04
−0.04 5840+950

−860 (1,+1), (2,+2)
KIC 6352430 A 0.64+0.08

−0.09 4910+1000
−800 (1,+1)

KIC 4930889 (A?) 0.74+0.01
−0.01 6160+320

−320 (1,+1), (2,−2)
KIC 9020774 1.06+0.04

−0.05 5610+640
−600 (1,+1)

KIC 11971405 1.62+0.03
−0.04 6890+1700

−1600 (1,+1), (2,+2)

Notes. For comparison, we recall the rotation frequencies derived – us-
ing different methods – for the two slower rotator stars that are used for
comparison in this paper: KIC 10526294 has a radius averaged rotation
frequency of around 0.005 d−1 (Triana et al. 2015) and KIC 7760680 ro-
tates at 0.48 d−1 (Moravveji et al. 2016).

While this investigation along with previous studies
(Pápics et al. 2013, 2014, 2015) have already provided pre-
viously unseen constraints for theoretical modelling efforts
(Moravveji et al. 2015; Triana et al. 2015; Moravveji et al.
2016), the exploitation of Kepler data needs to continue. There
must be still a few dozen SPB stars in the Kepler data archives.
These light curves are ten times better than anything we had pre-
Kepler, and there is no upcoming mission the coming decade
that would deliver data with the same or superior properties
given that PLATO (Rauer et al. 2014) will only get launched
in 2025. Although TESS (Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite;
Ricker et al. 2014, launch in 2017) will be an all-sky survey, it
will at best provide only one-fourth of the frequency resolution
of Kepler, and only in the very limited continuous viewing zones
around the ecliptic poles. Therefore in the meantime we must
continue with screening the Kepler data for similar period series
in SPB stars covering various regions of the instability strip to
contribute to a statistically meaningful sample of these intrigu-
ing objects via in-depth modelling efforts based on their seismic
barcodes.
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